A novel monitoring approach of antibody-peptide binding using "bending" capillary electrophoresis.
Recently, the in-capillary electrophoresis assay has been applied to variety kinds of analyses owing to its multiple functional integrating features, including mixing of samples, reaction process of the mixtures, and the separation and detection in one capillary system. However, the micro-reactor still has its limitations to the currently available applications, especially the mixing step of the samples inside the capillary could not be well controlled automatically or manually. Herein, we have developed a novel capillary electrophoresis assay for the detection of antibody-peptide binding inside a bending capillary. Its efficacy was monitored using an anti-FLAG M2 antibody and its ligand conjugated with FAM dye (FAM-DYKD). The antibody and the peptide were mixed inside the bending capillary with sequential injections. It was found that the numbers of semi-circle on the capillary interfered by the antibody and peptide binding dynamic. Additionally, an online competition assay was performed, which further validated the efficacy of the bending capillary device on monitoring the dynamic binding between the antigen and antibody. In summary, our data suggests that the novel assay is a practical approach in monitoring the antibody-antigen complex formation at a nano-scale. It could be applied to detect any biomolecule-biomolecule interaction as a general strategy.